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THE MECHANISM OF HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING IN UKRAINE: NATIONWIDE AND LOCAL PERSPECTIVE

Abstract

Despite positive transformations in higher education in Ukraine since 2014 when a new Law was introduced, the system of public funding still remains a highly centralized and strongly budgetary dependent based on the state planning methods, which in the situation of lack of resources becomes more imbalanced and inefficient.

The current system of allocation of the “state order for training the specialists with higher education” does not ensure an equal and fair competition among top 10 universities and the rest, especially regional, and the system cannot guarantee state-funded places to all applicants with high results of the External Independent Testing exams. At the same time, only a small share of graduates work on the specialty they acquired. The situation on the labor market does not encourage graduates to be employed in public institutions, which is harmful for the public sector of economy, especially in the regions. It proves that the system of distribution and allocation of government funding between higher education institutions in Ukraine needs urgent reforming.

The objective is to analyze the current system of higher education funding in Ukraine in its national dimension and local perspective, and to develop proposals for its improvement, considering the selected good practices and using the following methods: literature analysis, method of retrospective analysis to research budgetary expenditures, determining the Net Present Value for calculating the government cost. Finally, a feasible proposal to reform the mechanism of public higher education funding was developed.
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INTRODUCTION

Ukraine is one of the countries with a high potential of human resources proved by global rankings and at the same time weak positioning of economy. According to the ranking of International Human Capital Development Index by UNDP, in 2015, Ukraine was classified as a country with a high level of human development (Ukraine ranks 84th in the range of 52-102 places). The general level of population literacy in the age under 15 years was 99.8%; in particular, 82% of the population have higher education. Budget expenditures for education were 6.7% of GDP (Human Development Statistical Tables, 2016).

World Economic Forum in the Global Human Capital Index 2017 put Ukraine in the 24th place (overall ranking) between Great Britain and Lithuania, stressing that “Ukraine’s performance is particularly high relative to its GDP per capita levels” (The Global Human Capital Report, 2017). However, rankings of Ukraine connected with GDP and economic situation appear to be lower: by 2017, GDP of Ukraine is on the 60th place between Sudan and Morocco, while GDP PPP is on the 47th place between Czech Republic and Ireland (New country classifications by income level, 2018). We assume that the human capital...
and its potential are not used efficiently for ensuring the economic growth in Ukraine, mostly because of the complicated heritage of “command mode of economic management, a government as a main customer of educational services” (Bagmet & Liakhovets, 2017), inhibiting development of education for the knowledge economy.

Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in Ukraine have one of the weakest financial autonomy, which is very limited in terms of attracting and spending funds. The European University Association (EUA) in 2015 defined the major challenges in Ukrainian system of higher education, which are “inadequate funding modalities”, “critically low level of public funding for higher education”, “unbalanced income sources for universities” (Athena, 2015). EUA recommendations strongly advised to reform the system of a “state order” as a mechanism of public higher education funding in Ukraine.

Against the improving quality of education and increasing requirements to universities, the total amount of state order for training the students has been decreasing. In spite of the reports that the distribution and allocation of state-funded places should be done according to the principles of transparency, balanced and harmonized development, the real situation and admission results prove the contrary. The final amount of state order for HEIs is formed by the results of an open admission competition, but in reality the major part of state-funded places concentrates in HEIs located in the capital city (universities located in Kyiv). Moreover, Kyiv universities have sufficient number of students paying tuition fees that exceeds public funding and in fact they could develop and operate successfully even without constantly increasing state order, especially at the cost of budgetary places in smaller universities. No doubt, the best universities should get exceptional support and more funding from the government in order to develop world class research universities (Satsyk, 2014), but not at the cost of weakening the others. The leading universities cannot compete with the smaller regional or local universities, and public funding cannot be redistributed from regional to central HEIs, as they function in different conditions.

Taking into account such imbalance and disproportions in Ukraine, there is a need to bring the existing system of higher education funding to current realities, considering both students’ needs, universities and government interests, and taking into account the significance of the regional and local higher education landscape, as well as aiming at the priority of balanced economic growth.

1. THE OVERVIEW OF THE PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING MODELS: LITERATURE ANALYSIS

The issues of university funding, challenges and perspectives of higher education development, as well as its efficiency and effectiveness for social and economic development, are crucial in all countries and being discussed and studied on the European level as well. Financial issues became more important after global economic crises; the universities also faced a number of challenges connected with the decrease of public funding.

The global higher education landscape shows multiple mechanisms of public higher education funding. EUA’s Public Funding Observatory demonstrates a big diversity of the funding schemes according to the national framework. There are four main models of public funding in higher education (see Figure 1): block grant (performance-based funding, formula-based funding), project-based funding, excellence-finding schemes, direct and targeted funding (Pruvot et al., 2015).

In the EU countries almost 80% of funding for higher education come from public sources (Eurydice, Higher education governance in Europe, 2008) through various mechanisms: budget negotiation with the funding body based on a budget estimate submitted by the institution; bud-
get established by the funding body based on past costs; funding formula; performance contracts based on strategic objectives; contracts based on a predetermined number of graduates by field of study; funding for specific research projects, awarded in the framework of competitive bidding procedures; budget negotiation with the funding body based on a budget estimate submitted by the institution.

Jongbloed (2004) overviews four major trends in higher education funding:

1) traditional, centralized type of funding (planned, input-based funding through providers, negotiated funding);

2) performance-based funding of providers;

3) purpose-specific purchasing from providers;

4) demand-driven, input-based funding through clients, voucher system.

So the funding mechanisms can be described as budget-oriented, program-oriented, student-centred, and supply-driven. Following the ideas by Jongbloed, in order to define an appropriate funding model for higher education system, the governments should consider some key issues: costs and benefits balance for all stakeholders (students, government, business, universities, local communities, etc.); the model of funding should allow for a more diverse higher education system with varied institutions and programs; special support for the programs that have an important social or cultural value needs to be guaranteed; funding mechanisms should not erect financial barriers for qualified students to enrol in the institution of their own choice. We are concerned that those selected conditions are the most important for reforming the public funding in Ukraine.

Undoubtedly, no ideal model fit for all and ready to transfer can be found. Lepori (2007) stresses that “choice between allocation models is essentially a matter of political choice about the goals to be achieved and the wished configuration of the higher education system”. Applying this idea as a starting point for our study, an efficient use of budgetary funds, employment and development of public sector of economy could become priorities for Ukraine.

What is important nowadays is that higher education is considered crucial for economic development and building a welfare state being its part and precondition (Kwiek, 2006; United Nations, OECD, World Economic Forum documents). The economic growth is boosted by the effective education and development of the upcoming management workforce across Europe (O’Leary, 2015), and free market should be an important actor affecting the trends of demand and supply (Cohen & Davidovitch, 2015).

**Figure 1.** Variety of public funding allocation mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ALLOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project-based funding</td>
<td>Performance contract</td>
<td>Historically-determined allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding formula</td>
<td>Output-related criteria</td>
<td>Input-related criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other direct funding (including target funding)</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>BLOCK GRANT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by Pruvot et al. (2015).
Carton, McMillan, and Overall (2018) argue that the global expansion of higher education needs to be considered in higher education development. Enhancing the academic capacity of universities is closely connected with increasing their impact on the local economic development. The governments should change their mind in developing public funding mechanisms and consider education spending models rather as a state investment, not a cost or social expenditure (Kwiek, 2006), so the government “acts as a public investor in the field of higher education on behalf of taxpayers, and it imposes on them a duty to supervise the fulfilment of constitutional principles by universities (legality, feasibility, accountability, expediency) (Woźnicki, 2017). The policy in higher education system should be shifted from the funding issues itself to quality assurance and efficient quality management, which can help to minimize a negative impact of bureaucratic management on the competitiveness of a modern university (O. Velichko & L. Velichko, 2018). Especially it is important in terms of limited resources in post-communist economies in developing countries (Penceliah, Konyana, & Maharaj, 2016).

The idea of diversification of the public funding in higher education by introducing the schemes of student loans is promoted by experts of the World Bank (Salmi, 2003). It is important to reform student aid schemes by “creation of public credit market of education, in order to finance students’ cost of living and sometimes tuition fees by some specific loans to students” (Guille, 2002).

The model of student loans is widely used in many countries (USA, UK, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, etc.), and the loans are not considered as consumer credits and do not have a commercial nature either, but are regulated by their unique legal framework and requirements. E.g., in Poland, public funding for full-time higher education in public universities for Polish citizens is guaranteed by the Constitution, but at the same time the system of student loans is created and tuition fees are allowed for part-time students and foreigners. The system of student loans in Poland was introduced in 1998. The loans are given by the selected commercial banks (by the agreement with the National Bank (BGK) and with a share of government co-financing. Graduates start repayments in two years after graduation, and flexible conditions, income criteria, possibility of suspension or forgiveness are guaranteed by the Law (The Act on Higher Education and Science, 2018). What’s important is that one of the conditions for repayment forgiveness is excellence of learning, which proves the necessity of correlation between funding and quality of education.

In the USA, varied schemes of students’ loans are the major source of higher education funding, along with the public programs of loan forgiveness (for teachers, in case of death, disability, bankruptcy, etc.). Special focus should be made on a new program “The Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF)” established in 2015, which enables forgiveness of the student loan debt if the person is employed full-time in public service by the so called qualifying public or non-profit entity (Public Service Loan Forgiveness, n.d.). The government defined the qualifying employers: government organizations at any level (federal, state, local, or tribal), not-for-profit organizations if providing public services, AmeriCorps or Peace Corps. But the other formal requirement is the repayment of the loan for 120 months, no matter consecutive or not, except for those who are on a military service (they can be eligible for the program after 12 month payment). This is a good practice and example for Ukraine how to reward student loans borrowers for serving the public services and at the same time to encourage the best graduates to work in public institutions, and if necessary to introduce support of military servants.

In Ukraine, the current model of higher education funding is multi-source funding (considering big share of tuition fees), but it must be reformed based on “the principles of real academic autonomy, university fundraising and good governance” both on the systemic level (good practices of public funding) and the institutional one (university financial management) (Borodin, Prokopenko, & Degtyarova, 2013). During the last decade, Ukrainian researchers proposed a number of ideas to reform the system of higher education, in particular public funding. Many researchers consider that block grant or performance-based funding model should replace “state order” and legal status of HIEs, as state budgetary institutions should be changed to allow more autonomy and freedom in terms of financial operation (Stadny, 2016) or a voucher-type funding model in higher education.
could also be introduced (Higher Education in Ukraine: Agenda for reforms, 2017).

Rybchanska (2016) appraises the financial leverage of higher education development level in Ukraine, Savchenko and Chumak (2017) develop a model for higher education reforming in the context of improving the state mechanism for higher education funding, Shevchuk (2014) suggests using the foreign experience in managing the development of regional educational systems in Ukraine, Zatonatskaya (2012) considers different forms of higher education funding in different countries of the world and the prospects of using the similar experience in Ukraine.

The issue of the effectiveness and efficiency of allocation of state-funded places for training the specialists with higher education is at the heart of the government’s interest. In particular, on July 5, 2018, the Ministry of Economic Development proposed some significant changes to the mechanism of state budgetary funding for public Higher Education Institutions (The Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine, 2018). In particular, a state order mechanism and allocation model should be urgently changed, and it must take into account the real needs of the labor market, as well the system of graduates tracking needs to be developed and introduced in order to monitor the employment of university graduates by different specialties and fields of economic activity.

So the efficiency of state order mechanism and distribution of government-funded places, and the reasonability of the budgetary expenditures allocation require a deeper and broader analysis from the perspective of the local labor market and economic growth.

2. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND PROPOSAL OF A NEW MODEL OF PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING IN UKRAINE

The system of public higher education funding in Ukraine is based on the government funding program and state order mechanism, which can be characterized as direct government funding (line items) with partial use of formula-based approach, and the principle “money after student”. Both national and European experts agree that funding mechanism of state order in Ukraine needs to be reformed. European University Association (EUA) suggested some measures for Ukraine (Athena, 2015, p. 38):

1. to update the modalities through which public funding is dispensed:
   a. remove line-item budgets [replace with block grants];
   b. introduce a modern cost weighting system using some output criteria;

2. to give universities more freedom to set tuition fees for fee-paying students, in particular international students (combine with appropriate student support system).

Ukraine should “develop a long-term plan for investing in higher education”, which means creating a clear vision of higher education funding in Ukraine.

The annual changes in the admission regulations and legal frameworks, which have to make the university admission process easier or make its performance more efficient, do not lead to positive changes, but even destabilize them. The increasing requirements to universities and at the same time decline of the amount of government-funded places seriously hinder the possibilities for gifted youth to get higher education in regional or local HEIs.

According to national legislation, par. 3 of Art. 71 of the Law of Ukraine "On Higher Education" (adopted on July 1, 2014, No. 1556-VII), the amount of budget expenditures on higher education is defined in the Law “On State Budget” for the corresponding year. The state order allocation is carried out on a competitive basis, adhering to the principles of fair competition, openness and transparency, equality, objective and unbiased evaluation of bidders’ proposals (art. 72).

Against the background of refocusing the system of higher education from educational institutions
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Table 1. The dynamics of budget expenditures on higher education in the period 2012–2017

Source: Developed by the authors based on State Treasury Service of Ukraine (n.d.), Expenditures on the program classification of expenditures and lending of the state budget, State Statistics Service of Ukraine (n.d.), Consumer price index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training specialists with higher education by HEIs of the III and IV accreditation levels and their maintenance, UAH billion</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training specialists with higher education by HEIs of the III and IV accreditation levels and their maintenance (adjusted for inflation index), UAH billion</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training specialists with higher education by Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and its maintenance, UAH billion</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training the specialists with higher education by Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and its maintenance (adjusted for inflation index), UAH billion</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that the whole public funding for higher education includes some separate lines in the budgetary law: direct line funding for Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, direct line funding for doctoral training in National Academy of Sciences, and block funding for all public (state) HEIs. So let’s analyze the budget expenditures for higher education funding in Ukraine (Table 1).

According to Table 1, we can conclude that the budget expenditures for training specialists with higher education by HEIs of the III-IV accreditation levels and their maintenance during the period 2012–2017 have increased in absolute numbers by 34.4%; from UAH 15.1 billion to UAH 20.3 billion. Therefore, in fact, taking into account the inflation index, budget expenditures for HEIs funding have increased only by 18.0%. At the same time, real ex-

---

penditures for funding of the Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv have grown by 23.9%.

However, during the period 2012–2016, the number of enrolled students decreased, which is caused by the negative index of natural population growth since 1990 (Figure 2) and because of the intensification of the international academic mobility pushed by the opportunities for youth offered by foreign universities.

Despite the fact that the number of graduates with higher education degrees overtops the quantity of university entrants, the number of graduates decreased in the period 2012–2016. Positive dynamics and coming out of the population drop (so called “demographic hole”) has started since 2017.

It should be noted that the number of HEIs has decreased in 2014, which was caused by the consequences of the socio-economic and political crisis in Ukraine. During the period 2015–2017, the number of HEIs in Ukraine did not change. We believe that the decrease of the students population is not a reason for reduction of the number of HEIs, but it is a factor encouraging universities to improve the quality of education and become more competitive (e.g., when the number of students in the group is not 35, but 20-25 people, which allows to make learning process more effective).

Let’s consider the results of university admissions campaign on the example of HEIs located in one of the biggest cities of Ukraine, the city Dnipro (the population of Dnipro is almost 1 mln. people). The amount of the state order (statistics of state-funded places) for universities in Dnipro in the period 2016–2017 is presented in Figure 3.

Analyzing the data on Figure 3, we see that in general the quantity of the state order for all public Higher Educational Institutions in Dnipro has declined. In particular, in 2017, the National Mining University (NMU) and the University of Customs and Finance (UCF) received only 41.2% and 48.7% of the state-funded places in comparison with 2016 and enrolled by 40% less students. However, there are some HEIs, where the state order grew in comparison with 2016: in Dnipropetrovsk State Agrarian and Economic University (DSAEU) – by 20% and in the Dnipropetrovsk State University of Internal Affairs (DSUIA) (subordinated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs) – by 9.4%.

Despite the increase of the budget expenditures for training specialists with higher education by HEIs of the III and IV accreditation levels, the number of state-funded places decreases annually: from 97 thousand in 2015 to 61 thousand in 2017. The Ministry made changes trying to make the mechanism of higher education funding in Ukraine more transparent, but unfortunately the idea of equality and fairness in distribution and
allocation of state-funded places was distorted and failed. Its’ effectiveness is questionable because of the fact that university entrants with high marks couldn’t receive guarantees from the first sight (guarantees by their high exam results) in the state-funded place because of cancellation of the state order in the “unpopular” university chosen by them.

The regional coefficient, which increases the competition score of entrants, does not solve the problem substantially, because the majority of applications apply for the most powerful universities located in Kyiv. It occurs that the order is allocated to the economically strongest universities, some of them have separate targeted budget funding, so they are able to ensure students’ enrolment in the licensed amounts even without any governmental support. Despite our respect to the idea of excellence and giving special support to the best research universities, we should ensure the variety of higher education landscape across the country and balanced development of its parts (regions). But examples of distribution and allocation of the state order among HEIs in Ukraine show how imbalanced and illogical it is, e.g.: from 65 state-funded places for the specialty 293 “International Law”, 48 places are concentrated in one university, 43 of 49 state-funded places for the specialty 232 “Social Security” were divided among 4 Higher Educational Institutions, 132 of 191 places by the specialty 292 “International Economic Relations” were allocated at 5 universities. Such mechanism of distribution of public funding causes the concentration of the major share of government funding in the universities located in the capital city, which hampers fair and equal competition for regional universities even if they achieve good performance indicators and constantly increase their effectiveness. University applicants will go to HEIs where the state-funded places are provided, which will gradually destroy the universities located in the regions.

The second important issue besides the amounts and allocation of budgetary funds is its purposefulness. The question is how targeted the allocation of budget resources to finance the state order is? How much is returned to the state from the money invested in funding of state students’ scholarships in the form of improved quality of employees’ work (public servants, employees of state enterprises, workers of public institutions and organizations), if there is no mechanism for monitoring graduates tracking, especially those who studied at the state-funded places and would have the obligation to work in the public sphere for several years? The is no practice anymore to appoint graduates directly to the positions in the public institutions (where needed), since entering the civil service is carried out on the basis of the competition (Article 21 of the Law of Ukraine “On Civil Service” dated Desember 10, 2015, No. 889-VIII). There are no openly published data and statistics on the need for training the specialists with higher education in various fields of the national and regional economy, it is unknown whether this information is considered as the basis for calculating the number of state-funded places within each specialty.

Thus, in order to ensure fair and equal conditions for all HEIs in Ukraine, we would propose to make significant changes to the model of public higher education funding in our country and to reform the mechanism of the state order.

First, it is necessary to calculate how much does the state order for the Bachelor student cost for the government, counted at their admission time (Table 2), using the formula:

$$PV = FV \cdot \frac{1}{(1 + r)^n}, \quad (1)$$

where $FV$ – future value of investment in $n$ years; $PV$ – amount of investment; $r$ – interest rate (decimal fraction); $n$ – number of years in the calculation period.

$$NPV = -20,000 + (-20,000) \times \sum_{i=1}^{4} DF[i; 15.43%] - 65,338UAH, \quad (2)$$

where $DF$ – discount factor.

As we see, the cost of training one Bachelor student, calculated at the time of admission in 2015 is UAH 63,365, which was spent by the government.
Such investment is often not remunerated: graduates who studied at the state-funded places rather prefer to work in private sphere instead of public or strategically important (but not financially attractive) private sphere, which may have an urgent need in good specialists. Private market is more attractive for the best graduates, while public institutions could not compete with private companies in salaries, social benefits, career perspectives, etc. Young people during or after graduation from the university may also go abroad, where they apply the acquired knowledge working for the foreign economy. As a consequence, the local and national public sector suffers from the lack of highly qualified human resources. And the government should develop and introduce relevant policy measures to encourage public sphere also by the mechanism of state order.

We would propose that public higher education funding could be organized within 3 pillars: the Targeted Government Funding (instead of the current model of state order), the Students Loan Fund, and the System of Research Funding (needs to be analyzed separately). Let us see how the targeted funding, which is going to be a transformed model of state order, and the Fund for student loans, can function.

In the proposed model, the Targeted Government Funding includes some streams of funding. First, the government (state) order is preserved in its present meaning, i.e. the government and governmental agencies “order” training specialists for their fields (institutions) as employers and pay for their training. Fully state-funded places will be ensured for universities who train specialists in regulated fields and civil service (e.g. military, police, emergency, border guards, etc.) and whose graduates have to serve in state institutions during the certain term fixed by the law. Training teachers and medical students is up to the wide public discussion (as they have no status of civil servants, as in other countries). In this case, the government and its agencies as employers will guarantee graduates’ employment, and graduates will “compensate these investments” by their service working for these agencies. This model serves for attracting human capital in the strategic security areas and is relevant for Higher Education Institutions subordinate to the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine, the Security Service of Ukraine, the Ministry of Emergency of Ukraine, and others who train civil servants. Experts (Stadny, 2016) expressed the same idea. It will be the group of entrants with targeted referrals.

The second category of targeted state funding is grants for gifted young people who have the highest performance rate and high marks by the results of the External Independent Testing, who should be fully supported and rewarded for their excellence in further education path. The government policy in building human capital of Ukraine should be focused on encouraging talented young people to stay in the country and study in Ukrainian HEIs by their choice. The situation when persons with the highest performance rate drop out during the admission process is unacceptable and damaging for the future development and does not meet the national strategic interests. In this case, full government support and targeted funding (money after student) will also motivate other schoolchildren and young people to study better and harder in school. This type of targeted funding is offered for the first year of studying, after the first year, these students become eligible for the next category of targeted funding and compete equally with others. It will stimulate their further performance (unfortunately, high entrance rates do not guarantee good performance results and retention).

### Table 2. The cost of a state-funded place per single applicant of educational level “Bachelor” (funding per 1 student)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of a period</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of state-funded place, UAH</td>
<td>–20,000</td>
<td>–20,000</td>
<td>–20,000</td>
<td>–20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Price Index in education, related to the previous year, %</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Price Index in education as average in the period 2015–2017, %</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The third group of targeted funding includes students who show the best performance results and they can be granted the government scholarship (state funding) on a competitive basis for one year. If they achieve very good results further, this scholarship can be awarded next year also. It should be stressed that this funding should be applicable only to high-ranked students within a specialty, which is considered in the amounts of funding for the field of study based on the national priorities and regional economic strategy. The number of targeted state-funded places will be calculated in proportion to the number of students’ population in each Higher Education Institution, which will also contribute to creating equal conditions for all universities in their performance. But this process should be transparent and open, academic integrity must be a prerequisite to prevent manipulations and corruption in the learning process. This idea accumulates the proposal of the Ministry of Education and Science to introduce some coefficients for selected specialties that urgently need the qualified staff.

We believe that the proposed mechanism would allow the government to stimulate the quality of education and encourage studying better by putting more efforts to responsible learning.

The fourth group of targeted funding is preferential categories of university entrants (full state support ensured), according to the definition of such groups by the current law (e.g. vulnerable groups of people).

The basic legal framework for student loans from the public funds has been created in Ukraine. The main regulation on student loans is the Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (dated June 16, 2003, No. 916) “On Approval of the Procedure for Granting the Target State Loans for Higher Education”. According to this Decree, “target state preferential loan for acquiring higher education in full-time and part-time forms of study, regardless of the form of university ownership, can be received by young citizens of Ukraine under the age of 28, who have successfully passed entrance examinations or who is studying at any year in higher educational institution; the amount of the loan is returned with a payment of 3% per annum during 15 years from the twelfth month after graduation with the payment of one fifth of the total amount of the loan received and interest for its use annually”. It should be noted that the loan is being given from the state budgetary funds. The amount of the loan is regulated both in public and private HEIs by the Ministry of Education and Science. Assuming that in the absence of state-funded places, when the government acts as “a sponsor”, entrants will pay the full cost of education, the government can act “as a creditor”, it is possible to calculate the cost of tuition for one bachelor. Let’s assume that a rate of the loan is 0% (Table 3).

Using the Formula 1, we calculate the cost of training one bachelor student if target state preferential loan is being granted (Table 4).

Thus, if the cost of the loan was UAH 10,750 per one year for four years, with an average interest rate (Consumer Price Index in education) of 15.43%, the student should start paying from 2019 for the next 15 years per 1/15 of the principal of the loan with interest (in this case 0%) in the amount of 2,867 UAH, per year. Calculating the invested and received funds at the moment of admission to the university, we determine that the government spends 23,646 UAH.

$$NPV = -10,750 + (-10,750) \times AF[3;15.43\%] + 3,082 \times AF[15;15.43\%] \times DF[3;15.43\%] = -24,446,$$

where $AF$ – annuity factor, $DF$ – discount factor.

### Table 3. Initial data for calculating the cost of using target preferential state loan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition fee (the cost of the contract), UAH</td>
<td>−10,750</td>
<td>−10,750</td>
<td>−10,750</td>
<td>−10,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost of the contract to count interests, UAH</td>
<td>−43,000</td>
<td>−43,000</td>
<td>−43,000</td>
<td>−43,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/15 share of the cost of the contract including interest, which have to be returned, UAH</td>
<td>2,867</td>
<td>2,867</td>
<td>2,867</td>
<td>2,867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing the state budget expenditures in case of funding of the state order (UAH 65,338) and the cost of a state preferential loan (UAH 24,446), we should assess the feasibility and expediency of state order for training specialists with higher education for the government. In the second case, the government does not receive profits, but reduces losses in comparison with the first option. It proves that there is a legal and social prerequisite for considering the government as the founder of the students loan fund. Students loans introduced on a large scale will contribute to strategic goals of the social and economic development in terms of the national and regional perspective. It will also decrease the number of those who pay tuition fees and inflated prices for contract-based study. The market of education services will become more competitive and transparent. Moreover, in case of students’ loans, or paying tuition fees, graduates don’t have the obligation to work in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

The proposed mechanism of student loans is also very flexible and allows exemptions and reductions. Several options are possible: a person can be exempted from the loan and interests payment if employed in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

Comparing the state budget expenditures in case of funding of the state order (UAH 65,338) and the cost of a state preferential loan (UAH 24,446), we should assess the feasibility and expediency of state order for training specialists with higher education for the government. In the second case, the government does not receive profits, but reduces losses in comparison with the first option. It proves that there is a legal and social prerequisite for considering the government as the founder of the students loan fund. Students loans introduced on a large scale will contribute to strategic goals of the social and economic development in terms of the national and regional perspective. It will also decrease the number of those who pay tuition fees and inflated prices for contract-based study. The market of education services will become more competitive and transparent. Moreover, in case of students’ loans, or paying tuition fees, graduates don’t have the obligation to work in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

The proposed mechanism of student loans is also very flexible and allows exemptions and reductions. Several options are possible: a person can be exempted from the loan and interests payment if employed in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

Comparing the state budget expenditures in case of funding of the state order (UAH 65,338) and the cost of a state preferential loan (UAH 24,446), we should assess the feasibility and expediency of state order for training specialists with higher education for the government. In the second case, the government does not receive profits, but reduces losses in comparison with the first option. It proves that there is a legal and social prerequisite for considering the government as the founder of the students loan fund. Students loans introduced on a large scale will contribute to strategic goals of the social and economic development in terms of the national and regional perspective. It will also decrease the number of those who pay tuition fees and inflated prices for contract-based study. The market of education services will become more competitive and transparent. Moreover, in case of students’ loans, or paying tuition fees, graduates don’t have the obligation to work in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

The proposed mechanism of student loans is also very flexible and allows exemptions and reductions. Several options are possible: a person can be exempted from the loan and interests payment if employed in the public economy sector, or governmental agencies or at civil service for a fixed term, giving entrants a free choice but keeping strategic national priorities.

Summing it up, the mechanism of public higher education funding proposed by authors (see Figure 4) corresponds with the Constitutional principles and values ensuring accessible and quality education on a competitive basis and state support for development of human capital, as well as balanced and sustainable development of Ukraine as the state and its territories. This model meets interests of all categories of entrants and students: gifted applicants and successful students, applicants of preferential categories and students who trained according to targeted referrals. Moreover, this mechanism will ensure more sustainable regional development in its educational and economic spheres combined, not only encouraging quality of education, but also raising possibilities for social support of the young labor force at the labor market both on the national and regional levels.
CONCLUSION

The issue of public higher education funding is currently one of the biggest challenges in all European countries and in the developing ones, in Ukraine as well. The budget expenditures on higher education in Ukraine increased during last 6 years in absolute amounts from UAH 15.1 billion to UAH 20.3 billion, while the number of the state-funded places for training specialists with higher education decreased from 97 thousand in 2015 to 61 thousand in 2017. A significant reduction of the public funding is observed in Higher Education Institutions on the local level (e.g. state order decreased in universities in Dnipro), which is caused by the general decline of the numbers of students’ population and quantity of applicants in many universities.

By calculating the net present value of the cost of state-funded place (funding per student) in 2015, it was found out that the government spends UAH 65,338 that are often not remunerated. Graduates would not prefer to be employed in the public sector because of the weak competitive ability of public institutions in terms of salary and social benefits, and lack of relevant measures to attract young human resources. The lack of the mechanism for tracking university graduates employment hampers strategic forecasts for human capital development, as well as quality analysis of the labor market in its connection with the higher education sector.

Experts and good practices of some leading countries prove the need for establishing, introducing and promoting the schemes of public loans for students with a wide range of reasons to forgive. The cost of a student loan, which can be given from the state budget funds, can be less expensive than state-funded
place (UAH 24,446). This proves higher efficiency of the proposed mechanism and feasibility of urgent reforming of the existing model of public funding concentrated on the state order formula.

A new model of public higher education funding was proposed, based on the current legislation and good practices. The model consists of three main pillars: the Targeted Government Funding, the Students Loan Fund, and the System of Research Funding. Targeted government funding together with students loans system will replace the current model of allocation of state-funded places.

Summing it up, we should stress that a new model of public higher education funding meets the social and economic needs, and it is quite feasible and reasonable for Ukrainian political and financial realities. The proposed model can increase the efficiency of budget expenditures, on the one hand, and ensure open and equal competition for all Higher Education Institutions, on the other hand. It will encourage the employment of the best graduates in the public sector and boost close cooperation between higher education and the labor market.
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